Project Tutorial
Circle of Spring

Project Supplies
STAMPS
Circle of Spring, Hardwood
PAPER
Whisper White Thick Card Stock, scraps of Flirty Flamingo and Emerald Envy
INK
Crumb Cake, Emerald Envy, Flirty Flamingo, Peekaboo Peach, Sweet Sugarplum

ACCESSORIES
Pearls Basic Jewels, Metal Rimmed Pearls
ADHESIVES
Fast Fuse, Stampin’ Dimensionals
TOOLS
Wondrous Wreath Framelits, Lots of Labels Framelits, Magnetic Platform, Big Shot Die Cut
Machine, Blender Pens, Protractor, Paper Snips, Pencil

Measurements
Card Base: Whisper White thick card stock: 4-1/4 inch by 11 inch, scored at 5-1/2 inch
(standard side fold card base)

Instructions
 First you will stamp the wreath from the Circle of Spring stamp set onto a piece of
Whisper White Thick card stock using Emerald Envy ink. Using magnetic platform
(or taping pieces to secure them) cut out the wreath using the Wondrous Wreath
framelits wreath dies.
 Using a piece of Emerald Envy card stock and the Wondrous Wreath dies, cut out a
wreath (you will not be stamping this piece).
 Stamp the sentiment from the Circle of Spring set on a piece of Whisper White Thick
card stock using Emerald Envy ink. (There are several other nice springtime
sentiments in this set, so you could use any of them with this card). Cut out the
sentiment using the second smallest die from the Lots of Labels framelits.
 Cut out a label using a piece of Emerald Envy with the same die you used to cut the
sentiment in the previous step. You will not be stamping this piece.
 Then attach the finished sentiment to the Whisper White piece with the rounded
edges using your adhesive.
 Ink up the Hardwood stamp with the Crumb Cake ink and stamp the front of the
card base. Using a protractor or other curved shape, trace a round edge on the top of
the card base using a light pencil. With your Paper Snips, cut along your pencil line

to round off the top of the card. Use an eraser, if needed, to remove any stray pencil
marks.
 Using Blender Pens and the Emerald Envy, Flirty Flamingo, Sweet Sugarplum, and
Peekaboo Peach inks, color in the wreath that you previously stamped on the
Whisper White Thick card stock, in any combination you find pleasing.
 Use Pearls Basic Jewels on the centers of the open flowers, as shown.
 Adhere the colored-in wreath to the Emerald Envy wreath using Stampin'
Dimensionals, offsetting the top one for some added interest.
 Using a piece of Flirty Flamingo card stock and matching ink, stamp the bow from
the Circle of Spring stamp set and die cut using the Wondrous Wreath coordinating
die. Attach to the finished wreath as shown.
 Adhere the completed wreath to the front of the card with Fast Fuse. Attach a large
Metal Rimmed Pearl to create the "doorknob."
 Take the Emerald Envy label you cut out earlier and using your Paper Snips, cut the
label in half. Using Fast Fuse attach these two pieces to either end of the Whisper
White Thick card stock label you used for the sentiment. Attach to the bottom right
corner of the card.

